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Introduction to GHQ’S Wehrmacht ‘47® Project 

Why limit your WWII gaming 
experience? 
Wargaming has always been driven by 
"what-if's." The aim is to recreate 
historical battles, but as soon as you take 
command of your miniature army, 
everything changes. Let's face it - our goal 
is to re-write history! 

Our Wehrmacht '47® project is a logical 
next step to bring the concept of 
exploring alternative historical outcomes 
to the wargame table, allowing you to 
experience the "what-if" scenarios that 
have always fascinated us. 

When WWII ended the major combatants had ongoing Many times in history, a slightly different result of a 
plans in place for the next generation of military seemingly minor event would have changed all 
equipment. The allies produced their designs which subsequent outcomes. GHQ will make it possible for 
became the Cold War military arsenals we are familiar you to fight different battles, sometimes on different 
with. Likewise, the Germans had their own advanced fronts, with this exciting new line. 
designs. Some actually saw limited combat, while 
most existed as prototypes and some only as plans and Alternative Histories of World War II 
drawings. If the war taken a different course these If you go to the library or fire up a search engine on 
weapons along with advanced aircraft would have your computer, and start hunting for alternative 
appeared on the battlefield. histories of the Second World War, you will find lots to 

expand your imagination. These fall into several 
"So how do we get started?" you may ask. Well, here different genres, and many explore fantastic notions
you go! When WWII ended, all of the major combatant that fit more aptly into the realm of science fiction.
nations were pretty much ready to begin building the Those that GHQ finds more compelling are the
next generation of combat vehicles. New weapons collections that stick to Terra Firma, and build on what 
systems and new platforms for entire families of really happened, what was really planned, and the 
equipment were on the drawing boards of Germany's actual developments in the immediate post-war era. 
arms manufacturers. Advanced British, American and All that these possibilities need to keep the war 
Soviet vehicles, and aircraft were planned as well. percolating past April 1945 are modifying a few “turn 
Many were actually put into production and served key” events or actions. Here are a few examples: 
during the Cold War. Had the Second World War 
lasted longer, for any collection of plausible reasons, • Germany doesn't declare War on the United States 
these weapons would have perforce seen active service following Pearl Harbor 
in large numbers. 

• America turns full attention to avenging Pearl 
GHQ will be releasing these models, making gaming Harbor, and doesn't enter the war in Europe 
with them possible right away! These new models, until later 
based on actual plans, will represent the equipment 

• Adolph Hitler is replaced and cooler headsavailable to all of the major players in the European 
prevail in German GHQ Theatre of Operations, not just the Germans. Late-

war/post-war infantry and support weapons systems • Germany consolidates victories in North Africa 
are also planned. This supplement book for use with and the Middle East before expanding the war 
GHQ's Micro Armour®: The Game system offers with Operation Barbarossa against the USSR
background possibilities, weapons data, tables of 
organization and equipment, and hypothetical yet • The Red Army puts up a better fight early and 
plausible scenarios. the eastern Front bogs down badly 
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These vehicles are the standard infantry carrier SdKfz 351/1. 



• If the United States focuses on fighting Japan, 
Lend Lease assistance would arrive later. 
Without that assistance, Great Britain is hard 
pressed to maintain the initiative in North Africa 

• Without involvement in the European Theatre 
of Operations, America does not participate 
in the strategic bomber offensive until much later, 
enabling the Luftwaffe to better protect German 
industrial output 

• The ever turbulent politics in France lead to a Pro-
Fascist government and their industrial might is 
even more focused on supporting the Axis powers 

• Deep misgivings among several of the physicists 
involved as to the dangers inherent in the 
military use of nuclear technology prevent the 
U.S. from deploying the atomic bomb for at least 
ten more years 

Set your imagination loose! GHQ is not officially 
endorsing any specific alternative history. Indeed, we 
would like nothing better than for you to come up with 
your own “reality.” Take advantage - how often do you 
get to define your world? You and your game group 
will judge which paths of history you find most 
plausible, and dismiss those you think are somehow 
“over-the-top.” You could model a given theatre, and 
then run games or even a campaign. You could write 
up your alternative history, and share it with other 
gamers. The key is to have fun with the possibilities. 

Here's one quick example: We have all seen the movie 
Patton. Who among us can forget the scene where the 
crusty general says that we ought to be arming the 
captured Germans and using them against the hated 
Bolsheviks? Had the Germans gotten their plans into 
production, the equipment that they would have been 
using is represented by the Wehrmacht '47® line GHQ 
is making available. Makes you want to play some 
games, doesn't it? 

As you will see in the scenario section of this book, a 
number of assumptions need to be inferred to get 
down to the scenario level. Most of the eastern front 
scenarios hinge on the well publicized Nazi plans to 
exploit the capital and raw materials - both natural and 
human - of Russia. They assume a vast depopulated 
no-man's land separating the warring parties, 
providing a whopping good battle zone for 
wargaming. Several of these scenarios were developed 
by John Fernandes, the author of GHQ's Micro 
Armour®: The Game. For more information on German 
plans to harvest the resources of western Soviet Union, 
read John's November - December 2008 Tac News. 
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Another front this supplement will introduce was 
proposed by Sven Lugar. Proud of his Scandinavian 
heritage, Sven proposed a turn-key that puts Finland 
actively into the Allied camp and opens a new front 
against the Germans. Assuming the siege of Leningrad 
is never-ending, the ports of Scandinavia would have 
opened valuable supply lines across Finland that 
would have been the scene of military operations. 

Other fronts can quite logically be developed: 

• D-Day was tough as it was. By 1947 the Atlantic 
Wall would have been a tough nut to crack. But 
with the Americans in the force and the Pacific 
War over, the U. S. Marine Corps could well have 
been available for the invasion. 

• Africa would be a logical staging area for attacks 
against the not-so-soft underbelly of the Axis 
Empire. Had the Afrika Korps swept east and 
taken the Suez Canal, Commonwealth forces 
could have based operations further up the Nile, 
and headed north into Egypt. 

• Just as occurred historically, a two-front approach 
to the re-conquest of North Africa would have 
been logical. American, Free French, and other 
Allies (possibly including sub-Saharan Africans) 
could have traveled up the West African 
coastal plain into Morocco, aiming at closing the 
Straits of Gibraltar. 

• German thirst for oil combined with French forces 
in Syria and Iraq's political climate would make the 
oil fields of Saudi Arabia and Iraq very tempting 
targets. Great Britain's greatest colony, India, would 
have served as the staging area for a major front 
across the Tigris and Euphrates valleys. 

GHQ will be providing additional scenarios in the 
military models section of www.ghqmodels.com 
under the Free Rules tab. 

So make up your own world based on what you think 
might have happened. If you have a favorite front, 
exploit that interest. 

German and Axis Vehicles 
By 1943, the German procurement system for 
armoured fighting vehicles had developed a huge 
array of different designs. Having entered the war with 
what rapidly turned out to be obsolete designs, combat 
experience against English, French and Soviet vehicles 
forced both German manufacturers and Heere 
procurement authorities to innovate. The famous series 
of Panzer I through Panzer VI are well known to even 
the casual observer of WWII armour. Similar patterns 
of development occurred in half-track vehicles. 

http://www.ghqmodels.com/newsletters/novdec2008.pdf


Obviously, as the war progressed the armament got 
bigger and more lethal, and the armour got thicker and 
heavier. German industry tended to favor state-of-the-
art technology over simplicity. Examples of this 
included semi-automatic transmissions, torsion bar 
suspensions and complex steering mechanisms. 
Combat experience found problems with this 
approach. Operations in the extreme conditions of 
Russia (bottomless mud in one season, bitter cold in 
another), led to a general understanding that simpler 
designs were needed. Maintenance was quite difficult 
to perform in the field on many German weapon 
systems which necessitated returning combat vehicles 
to the factory for overhauls that other nations could 
accomplish in a rear area near the front. 

The situation led to the development of plans for a 
more logical series of fighting vehicles for the future. 
Documentary evidence and mock-ups on these 
projects fell into Allied hands following the end of the 
war. The exigencies forced upon German industry by 
shortages, strategic bombing and Allied victories 
forced these planned developments to be under 
funded at best or cancelled at worst. Had they had 
time, however, the "late war" German arsenal would 
have looked quite different from the Panthers, Tigers 
and half tracks that actually served. 

The "E" Series 
The planned Entwicklung series organized armoured 
fighting vehicles by weight classes. All were to use 
standardized parts, and have simplified mechanisms 
both to improve industrial output and to ease in-
service maintenance. The classification by weight was 
organized as follows: 

Class Weight Range Function 
E-5 5 to 10 tons Light tanks, APCs & 

aufklärungs vehicles 

E-10 10 to 25 tons SP anti-tank gun, 
sharing suspension with 
Waffenträger I Series 

E-25 25 to 50 tons replacement for PZ III & 
PZ IV series, sharing 
suspension with 
Waffenträger II series 

E-50 50 to 75 tons replacement of Panther 
and Tiger I series 

E-75 75 to 100 tons replacement for 
Tiger II series 

E-100 100+ tons new super-heavy tank 

An E-75 “Tiger III” pokes its high velocity 105mm gun past a 
corner to ambush Soviet tanks. Note the proposed 1945-and
beyond paint scheme developed for German fighting vehicles. 

These represented an entirely new way of thinking 
among German weapons engineers. Whereas earlier 
the Wehrmacht was plagued with manufacturing and 
maintaining many different and often counterproduc-
tive weapons lines, the new "E" vehicles would be 
based on five distinct weight classes; 10, 25, 50, 75, and 
100 tons respectively. The E-10 was to be a standard 
replacement for the "Hetzer" and several other small 
PanzerJägers; The E-25 would replace the aging fleet of 
"Sturmgeschutz" assault guns; The E-50 would become 
the new "Standardpanzer" or main battle tank; and the 
E-75 would replace the PzVIB "Tiger II" as the new 
heavy tank. Rounding out the arsenal would be the 
truly massive E-100. This battlefield mastodon would 
cut an impressive figure, but would approach the 
upper limit imposed by both ground pressure and 
horsepower-to-weight considerations. Existing 
assembly lines would be converted to the new line as 
quickly as possible, while avoiding any major 
disruptions in production timetables. Therefore, there 
would perforce be some delay in the full conversion of 
existing TO&Es to reflect weapons availability and the 
time necessary to integrate these new weapons into the 
existing arsenal. 

The SdKfz. 350/351 series 
During the course of the war, it became apparent that the 
Wehrmacht's existing SdKfz. 250 and 251 half-tracked 
utility vehicles left quite a bit to be desired. Their 
suspensions were complicated and prone to breakdown, 
their lack of front-wheel-drive made them less mobile 
than their U.S. counterparts, and they were simply 
underpowered for the jobs they were forced to take on 
because there was no other platform available. This 
problem would be largely remedied by the introduction 
of the E-5 series, which GHQ today calls SdKfz. 350 and 
351 fully-tracked utility vehicles. They would be faster, 
more mobile, twice as well armoured, and capable of 
filling the roles of personnel carrier, infantry support 
carrier, mortar carrier, PanzerJäger, engineer vehicle, 
prime mover, light tank and flak vehicle, 
communication, reconnaissance, or command carrier. 
These would cover all the roles previously assigned to 

the 250 and 251 series. Standardization of parts would 

6 result in both greater numbers and lower cost. 



This new fully tracked vehicle had a number of 
improvements. During 1944 two prototypes of SPW 
("Schützenpanzerwagen" = Armoured Personnel 
Carrier) were created: the Morserträger 38(t) and the 
SPW 38(7). Both were based on the Ausf M SKODA 
chassis with the engines in the left front and the driver 
in the right front. Both were open topped with a SdKfz 
251/D type bodies, the SPM 38(t) being slightly larger 
than the Morserträger 38(t). They were essentially 
replacement prototypes for the SdKfz 251/1 troop 
carrier and 251/2 8cm mortar carrier. Unlike the 
halftracks, they did not have overlapping road 
wheels. Both front drive and rear drive chassis were 
developed expanding the scope of this vehicle. 

In designing these vehicles for the wargamer, GHQ took 
these two vehicles and came to three additional but 
rather obvious conclusions: the slope-backed door of 
the D model 251 series would have been adopted with 
these vehicle as it was on the late-war halftracks (even 
though the prototype appears to have the 251/C style 
back end); the 38(d) improved SKODA chassis would 
have replaced the 38(t) chassis as it was phased in; and 
last but not least, versions of fully tracked chassis would 
have been done to duplicate the basic SdKfz 251 
halftrack variants. Additionally, the latest version of 
plans for using the Skoda 38(d) chassis called for use of 
a wider track. This would improve the weight-to-
footprint ratio which would greatly assist in muddy or 
snowy terrain. GHQ's models reflect this plan. 

Nomenclature for Wehrmacht '47® 

Fully-Tracked SPWs 
GHQ has chosen to replicate many of the vehicles 
that would have been placed into full production, 
had the war lasted after 1945.  Though referenced as 
the "E-5 series" in some documents, these vehicles 
never received SdKfz numbers. 
To maintain continuity and to simplify 
understanding of this new series by those of you 
familiar with the 250 and 251 halftrack series, GHQ 
has assigned them the following series numerals: 

SdKfz 250 SdKfz 350 Series 
Halftrack Series [ Role ] Fully Tracked Series 
SdKfz 250/1 troop carrier SdKfz 350/1 
SdKfz 250/2 cable-laying communications SdKfz 350/2 
SdKfz 250/3 radio communications SdKfz 350/3 
SdKfz 350/4 armoured observation post SdKfz 350/4 
SdKfz 250/5 light recon vehicle SdKfz 350/5 
SdKfz 250/6 munitions carrier SdKfz 350/6 
SdKfz 250/7 8cm mortar SdKfz 350/7 
SdKfz 250/8 7.5cm L/24 close support SdKfz 350/8 
SdKfz 250/9 2cm recon turret SdKfz 350/9 
SdKfz 250/10 3.7cm AT/platoon command SdKfz 350/10 
SdKfz 250/11 2.8cm sPzB41 AT/platoon command SdKfz 350/11 
SdKfz 250/12 Artillery plotting & survey SdKfz 350/12 

7.5cm L/48 PaK SdKfz 350/13 
Twin 3.7cm FLaK SdKfz 350/14 
12cm mortar SdKfz 350/15 
Recovery w/ crane SdKfz 350/16 
5cm light tank SdKfz 350/17 
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Close infantry support is provided by SdKfz 351/9 vehicles 
which mounted the short barreled 7.5cm L/28 low velocity gun. 
This gun was nicknamed the ‘stummel’ or ‘stump’ in English! 



SdKfz 251 SdKfz 351 Series 
Halftrack Series [ Role ] Fully Tracked Series 

SdKfz 251/1 standard armoured personnel carrier SdKfz 351/1 

SdKfz 251/2 8cm mortar carrier SdKfz 351/2 

SdKfz 251/3 radio communications SdKfz 351/3 

SdKfz 251/4 munitions transport SdKfz 351/4 

SdKfz 251/5 (vehicle discontinued 1943) 

SdKfz 251/6 (vehicle discontinued 1943) 

SdKfz 251/7 engineer carrier SdKfz 351/7 

SdKfz 251/8 ambulance SdKfz 351/8 

SdKfz 251/9 7.5cm L/24 close support SdKfz 351/9 

SdKfz 251/10 3.7cm AT/platoon command SdKfz 351/10 

SdKfz 251/11 telephone / cable laying SdKfz 351/11 

SdKfz 251/12 (vehicle discontinued 1943) 

SdKfz 251/13 (vehicle discontinued 1943) 

SdKfz 251/14 (vehicle discontinued 1943) 

SdKfz 251/15 (vehicle discontinued 1943) 

SdKfz 251/16 flamethrower SdKfz 351/16 

SdKfz 251/17 2cm AA / platoon command SdKfz 351/17 

SdKfz 251/18 armoured observation post SdKfz 351/18 

SdKfz 251/19 mobile telephone exchange SdKfz 351/19 

SdKfz 251/20 infra-red spotlight vehicle SdKfz 351/20 

SdKfz 251/21 triple 3cm AAA ("drilling") SdKfz 351/21 

SdKfz 251/22 7.5cm L/48 AT SdKfz 351/22 

SdKfz 251/23 2cm recon turret SdKfz 351/23 

12cm mortar carrier SdKfz 351/24 

"Waffenträgers" 
Another new class of vehicle would be the 
"Waffenträgers" (Weapons Carriers). These were seen as 
a truly revolutionary 'modular' approach to weapons 
deployment. The Waffenträgers were designed as 
flexible platforms for a wide variety of weapons easily 
'slipped' into a fully armoured weapons 'bay' at the 
rear. The weapon could then be clamped down, ready 
to fire, just like any other self-propelled mount. The 
genius of the scheme was that the weapon could be 
removed from the Waffenträger in a matter of minutes 
and swapped out for another. This would mean less 
down-time for weapons maintenance or upgrades, and 
full interchangeability of power plant and suspension 
among several different weapons types. As an added 
bonus, the anti-tank guns, artillery pieces, rocket 
launchers, etc. would be equipped with fully 
functional 'ground' mounts, meaning that once 
dismounted from the vehicle, they could be emplaced 
either in fortified casemates, or temporary field-works. 
The Wehrmacht could therefore produce more guns 8 

than tractors and shuttle the weapons back and forth 
between hot spots and use them as self-propelled 
weapons at need. There were two sizes of Waffenträgers 
under development. 

A column of Vichy French AMX-13s creep through a valley. 

Vichy France 
Integrating Vichy French military strength into that of 
Gross Deutschland isn't really a difficult matter. 
Throughout the war French factories continued to turn 

out trucks, tractors, aircraft, and other military 
equipment for the Wehrmacht on a scale 



unmatched by any other occupied country. Many Allied Vehicles
German self-propelled artillery weapons made use of Unlike their Axis foes, the majority of the vehicles that 
French chassis. French tanks were often used for would have been used by the Allies actually ended up 
training purposes and even took the field in a pinch on in service early in the Cold War era. Most of the Allies 
more than one occasion. In the Wehrmacht '47® world, were not bombed into industrial oblivion, their boards 
French tanks might include Somua S.35s upgunned to of ordnance and armaments had plans that were being 
75mm, German Pz.V Panthers built on license, laid in 1944 and 1945, and many of those plans saw the
captured Soviet T.34s, or perhaps the highly advanced light of day, particularly in the Korean War. A quick 
AMX 13/75 which entered production right after glance at the Weapons Data pages in this book will 
World War II. give you an idea of which vehicles GHQ believes were 

most likely to have been in production in time for 
Italy combat in 1947. 
What Italian armor might have looked like in an 
alternative history of the war is a bit of an enigma. Beyond those vehicles that actually entered service in 
Their designs tended to be obsolete before ever the late 1940s and early 1950s, GHQ expects to 
entering service, and the 'premature' demise of introduce models of some of the experimental Allied 
Musollini's fascist regime stymied further vehicles that were believed to be important for the later 
development. Certainly the P-40 was in production, stages of the war, but which never actually entered 
and though historically it was primarily used by production. 
German forces, production could have been ramped 
up. It is conceivable that German vehicles could have 
been issued to Italian forces, either the 'obsolete' 
Panthers and Tigers, or newer models. Italy did 
request permission to manufacture German designs, 
like the StuG III, under license during the war, so it is 
entirely plausible that Fiat and Ansaldo could have 
been turning German designs for use by their army. 
Again, it's up to you, in your informed estimate of 
what might have been happening in 1947, to determine 
the make up of your Ariete, Folgore or Centaur 
divisions! 

A platoon of American M26 Pershing tanks advance toward a
 
French hamlet in the slow grind to liberate Europe from the Nazis.
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Using Tech Level II Weapons in 

Micro armour®: The Game - WWII
 

When GHQ introduced Micro Armour®: The Game 
Modern, the wide range of weapons that became 
available in the post-WWII era required that these 
weapons be broken down into ever more powerful 
categories: "Tech Levels" or "TLs" to reflect their 
increased effectiveness. In the period covered in the 
rules (1900 - 2001), there are five of these levels. The 
vast majority of the weapons used in WWII fall into 
the first of these categories (TL-1). By 1947, however, 
the pressure exerted by eight years of continual 
warfare would have resulted in certain fairly 
predictable technological innovations. We would be 
doing a disservice to you, our patrons, NOT to include 
these innovations in the Wehrmacht '47® project, so it 
is important to us that you understand how these new 
weapons affect the basic Micro Armour® rules. 

Below you will find how to add "TL-2" weapons to the 
game and how these affect things like Range 
Attenuation, Movement, Combat, and Sequence of 
Play. We have also included a number of optional rules 
that have been developed since the publication of Micro 
Armour®: The Game - WWII which have been shown to 
add yet another level of tension and tactical realism to 
the existing system. We recommend that strict 
attention be paid to these changes and additions in 
order for you to get the most out of what we believe to 
be an innovative and intriguing look into the evolution 
of weapons technology in the mid-twentieth century. 

These panzer grenadiers ride in SdKfz 351/1 troop carriers, 
accompanied by twin 3cm FlaK guns mounted on the Kugelblitz. 

Those of you who currently own and play Micro 
Armour®: The Game - Modern already have integrated 
all the necessary changes to the basic WWII rules, so 
you shouldn't have any difficulty with adding TL-2 
weapons to the mix. The rest of you can begin by 
reviewing the performance statistics for the 
Wehrmacht '47® weapons. Only those listed as TL-2 
will be affected by these new rules. 

5.0 Sequence of Play 
Strict adherence to the "Sequence of Play" below is 
required without exception. A turn is not considered 
over until both sides have completed the Marker 
Removal Phase (Phase 7). 

1. Initiative Phase - Each player rolls 1D6 and adds the 
result to his Force Cohesion Value (obtained from the 
specific scenario). The player with the higher total has 
the initiative this turn. Roll again in the case of a tie. 

2. Posture Determination Phase - There are two 
possible "postures." A stand may either be in the 
Movement Posture or the Firing Posture. To determine 
posture for the turn, the player who has earned the 
initiative decides which side must go first. Then the 
players alternate indicating any stands or groups of 
stands they wish to commit to movement this turn. 
They do this by forming movement groups. All 
members of a movement group are in the movement 
posture. Any stand not in the movement posture is 
automatically in the firing posture. 

Each group should be marked to show that it is now 
in the Movement Posture. One player must indicate 
the composition of a specific movement group before 
the other player is required to indicate the 
composition of one of his groups. Players then 
alternate this activity until all movement groups for 
this turn have been designated. 

Any TL-2 stands need not be marked for movement 
posture. They may both move and fire in the same 
turn, but IF they fire during the Standard Fire Phase, 
they may only make use of a maximum of 50% of their 
normal movement allowance in points in this turn. 

Example: One of your TL-2 tank stands [with a maximum 
movement value of eleven (11)] has fired during the 
Standard Fire Phase. During the ensuing Movement Phase 
of the same turn, that tank stand's movement value is 
reduced to six (6) movement points (rounded off to the 
nearest full point). 

Note: A player must designate all groups consisting 
of two or more stands for his side before he 
may designate any single-stand groups. 

3. Joint Artillery Fire / Air Strike Phase - Based on 
who has the initiative, players alternate artillery 
attacks and air-strikes. Both "direct" and "indirect" 
artillery attacks take place at this time. 
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Note:	 Artillery, rocket, or mortar stands may never 
fire and move in the same turn, regardless of 
Tech Level. This reflect the fact that artillery fire 
fall for the entire turn. 

4. Standard Fire Phase - Based on initiative as above, 
players alternate attacks by qualified stands of all TLs. 
"S" and "D" markers are placed and stands removed 
according to the Combat Results Table. 

Note: 	Any TL-2 stand that fires during this phase 
forfeits 50% of its total movement allowance for 
the turn. Therefore every TL-2 stand that fires 
should be marked as such [say with a red bead] 
as a reminder that it forfeits 50% of its 
movement value this turn for doing so. 

5. Joint Plot Phase - Players plot "Points of Impact" for 
indirect-artillery fire and "Flight Paths" for air-strikes 
to be executed in later turns. 

6. Movement Phase - Based on initiative, players 
alternate attempts to move those of their stands which 
are qualified to do so, and "Opportunity Fire", 
"Overruns" and "Close Assaults" may be attempted, in 
that order during this phase. 

Note: Any TL-2 stand that fired during the fire phase 
forfeits 50% of its total movement allowance for 
the turn. 

7. Marker Removal Phase - Players remove all 
"Impact" markers used to indicate air-strikes or 
completed artillery attacks and all red and green 
beads. They may then attempt to remove "Suppressed" 
and "Disorganized" markers (black and white beads) 
as per the rules governing this process. 

German archive photo of a prototype of the fully tracked vehicle 
series that evolved into the E-5 series. 

5.1 Tech Level and Sequence of Play 
The "Tech Level"(TL) of a stand dictates the conditions 
under which the Sequence of Play applies to its ability 
to attempt movement and fire. The effect of these Tech 
Levels is described below. 

5.1.1 All artillery fire and air-strikes must be 
executed in the Joint Artillery Fire Phase regardless of 

5.1.2 "Qualified" stands of any Tech Level may 
attempt to fire in the Standard Fire Phase. 

5.1.3 TL1 Stands in the Movement Posture, and 
"Qualified” TL-2 stands may attempt to move in the 
"Movement Phase". 

Note: The term "Qualified" is used since the rules 
concerning "Posture", "Tech Level", etc. may 
prevent movement or fire, which would 
otherwise be allowed. 

"Posture" is an integral part of Micro Armour®: The 
Game - WWII. Just remember that all TL-1 stands must 
be in the Movement Posture to move, and any stand 
may benefit from membership in a movement group. 

There are two possible "postures", the Movement Posture 
and the Fire Posture. All Tech Level 1 stands, artillery 
stands of any Tech Level, and towed weapon stands of 
any Tech Level must be in the Movement Posture in order 
to move, load, or unload. Any of the above stands not in 
the Movement Posture are automatically in the Firing 
Posture and may attempt to fire. 

5.1.4 Any TL-1 transport vehicle, "mounting" or 
"carrying" a TL-2 weapon or personnel stand, should 
be "temporarily" considered a TL-2 vehicle, and may 
move and fire as such. The vehicle returns to its TL-1 
status once the carried TL-2 stand "dismounts". 

7.1.4 No stand may fire more than once per turn. 

Note: Stands should be marked after they have fired. 
This is where those colored beads come in. 

7.1.6 Anti-Tank Guided Missiles (ATGMs) 
ATGMs (Anti-Tank Guided Missiles - generally "wire-
guided" missiles) must obey certain special rules 
when firing. 

7.1.6.1 ATGM stands attack in the same manner as 
other stands with the following exception. When you 
attempt to fire an ATGM, a penalty may be added to 
your "Cohesion" roll. This reflects your opponent's 
automatic efforts to distract the gunner and cause him 
to miss. The severity of the penalty is based on ATGM 
"Tech Level": 

Cohesion Penalty 
TL-2 Missile +3 (Lowest ATGM Tech Level) 

7.1.6.2 "Range" does not alter the effectiveness of 
ATGM's as it does other weapons. (See Weapons Data 
Sheets and Range Effect Chart.) They will, however, 
have a minimum range below which they may not fire. 
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7.1.6.3 ATGMs are large and often cumbersome to 
handle. Man-packed ATGM teams can only carry a 
limited number of them. In addition, ATGM vehicles 
may possess a limited number of launchers and the 
crew may be required to exit the vehicle to reload them. 

Therefore; whenever an ATGM armed stand fires, you 
should take note of the natural (unmodified) 2D6 
number rolled on the Combat Results Table. This 
number should be compared to the weapon's 
"Depletion Number" on the Weapons Data sheets. If 
the number rolled is equal to or less than the stand's 
"Depletion Number", the ATGM stand has depleted its 
missile supply and the player should make a written 
note of this condition. 

7.1.6.4 Depleted ATGM armed stands cannot execute 
ATGM fire at enemy stands. To accomplish 
"Resupply", you must make a special cohesion die-roll 
during the next Marker Removal Phase, unmodified 
except for a "+4" die-roll penalty. If successful, the 
stand returns to full effectiveness. If this roll fails, you 
may continue to attempt "Resupply" in each ensuing 
Marker Removal Phase until you are successful. 

7.4.5 A TL-2 stand may either "Opportunity" fire or 
move in a Movement Phase, but not both. 

7.4.6 Stands may either perform "Standard" fire or 
"Opportunity" fire, but not both. 

7.8.7 The tendency for artillery fire to "Deviate" is 
reduced TL-2. When making your "Deviation" 
cohesion die-roll, modify it as follows: 

Tech Level 2: - 1 

8.4.8 Any TL-2 Transport stand that fires in the 
Standard Fire Phase, may move or unload in the 
Movement Phase, but not both. 

12.9 Optional Marker Removal 
The last phase in every turn, the Marker Removal 
Phase, attempts to simulate the efforts of your troops 
to recover from the disabling effects of "Suppression" 
and "Disorganization". As such, it may be seen as the 
morale aspect of the game. Morale is a factor, but 
"Marker Removal" represents more than that. 

As stated above, "cohesion" is the very heart of Micro-
Armour®: The Game. Cohesion represents the forces 
that propel men to action and allow them to function 
effectively in situations of mind-numbing terror. The 
dark side of cohesion is entropy! If cohesion is the 
tendency for things to hold together, for events to 
proceed in an orderly fashion, then entropy is the 

tendency for them to collapse in chaos. As I said 
above, morale is a factor, but so is training, experience, 
determination, leadership, fatigue, terror, isolation, 
confusion, and, in the end, character and raw courage. 

In order to use this rule, "Force Cohesion Values" must 
be converted from "Base 20" to "Base 100". To do this, 
multiply your "Force Cohesion Value" by five (5). If 
you wish, you may express this value as a "percent". 

Examples: 	Cohesion 13 = 65%, Cohesion 15 = 75%, 

Cohesion 16 = 80%, etc.
 

12.9.1 All cohesion effects should be expressed as 
percentages for "Marker Removal" purposes as well. You 
should multiply the "S" and "D" die-roll modifiers by five 
(5) when using percentage dice for "Marker Removal". 

If the stand is "Suppressed", add 20 to the "Marker 
Removal" die-roll. 

If the stand is "Disorganized", add 15 to the "Marker 
Removal" die-roll. 

12.9.2 In the Marker Removal Phase you must now 
roll "D100" for each of your stands with "S" and / or 
"D" markers. 

Note: "D100" produces numbers between 01 and 100. 
This is done by rolling two different colored ten-
sided dice (2D10). One represents the "tens" 
digit, the other the "ones" digit. Roll the dice and 
read the two-digit number obtained. ("0-1" = 1, 
"1-0 = 10, "0-0" = 100, etc.) 

Cross reference the number obtained with your 
"Force Cohesion Level" on the Optional Marker 
Removal Chart. 

12.9.3 Each "Force Cohesion Level" on the Optional 
Marker Removal Chart has three (3) numbers 
associated with it: A "Rally" number, a "Recovery" 
number, and a "Panic" number: 

1. If the unmodified die-roll is equal to or less than the 
"Rally" number for your "Force Cohesion Level", 
remove all "S" and "D" markers from the stand. 

2. If the modified die-roll is equal to or less than the 
"Recovery" number for your "Force Cohesion 
Level", remove any "S" marker that might be on 
the stand. 

3. If the modified die-roll is equal to or greater than 
the "Panic" number for your "Force Cohesion 
Level", the stand receives an immediate "(S)" as per 
the "Combat Results Table". (See. "Combat Results"). 
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4. If the modified die-roll is greater than the 
"Recovery" number and less than the "Panic" number, 
there is "No Effect". Any "S" or "D" markers on the 
stand remain there. 

12.10 Unit Determination 
Some of our critics have pointed out that a force 
seldom fights until completely annihilated and that 
we should have included more coverage of unit 
morale and the consequences of moral collapse or 
"Cohesion Failure". Detailed rules for command 
"Determination" were excluded from the standard 
game in the interest of brevity and simplicity. For 
those of you who wish a greater level of complexity, or 
for those, like me, who appreciate the tension and 
excitement produced by using the rules below, I have 
included them as an option. 

You will need a standard "Poker" deck of playing 
cards. The value of the numbered cards is self-evident. 
Picture or "Face" cards have the following numeric 
values: Jacks = 11, Queens = 12, Kings = 13. 

12.10.1 There must always be at least one "GHQ" for 
each side in a two-player game. In large games there 
should be a separate "GHQ" for each player. A 
"Determination Factor" should be established for each 
"GHQ" in a game. 

Base "Determination Factors" for various forces are 
provided in the Tables of Organization and Equipment 
(TO&Es) provided with these rules. You may modify 
these for historical reasons or just for fun, as long as 
you and your opponent agree on them in advance. 

12.10.2 Once a "Determination Factor" (DF) is 
established, count up the total number of "Combat" 
stands directly under the player's control including 
any off-map artillery stands etc. "Combat" stands must 
be armed. Trucks, tractors, etc. with no combat value 
are not counted. HQ and GHQ stands count as two 
stands for this purpose. 

Do not include any stands that you expect to be added 
to the force at some later point in the game. Multiply 
the total by the “DF” and multiply this by seven (7). 
Round to the nearest whole number. This is the force 
"Breaking Point". 

Example: 24 combat stands x .3 (DF) = 7.2, 7.2 x 7 = 50.4. 
The "Breaking Point" is 50. 

12.10.3 Whenever any stand in the force is eliminated, 
draw a card from the deck. If the eliminated stand is an 
HQ stand, draw one (1) additional card. If it is a GHQ 
stand, draw two (2) additional cards! Do not show this 
card(s) to an opponent! You may show it to another 
player on the your own side if you wish. 

When the total value of the cards in a player's 
possession exceeds his "Breaking Point", he loses a 
large portion of the control he previously exercised 
over the troops in his command at the end of that turn. 
There has been a breakdown of command. The player's 
primary concern now becomes preserving the lives of 
his men (and his own reputation). 

Example: The player above loses 6 stands. He draws the 
following cards: 5, 3, queen (12), 9, 7, 2, king (13), for a total 
of 51 points. He has reached his "Breaking Point"! (51 > 50) 

12.10.4 If, at any time in the game, a player receives 
additional forces or forces are removed from his 
control, his "Breaking Point" should be recalculated 
based on the original force plus or minus any 
transferred stands. Transfers between players in multi-
player games must always be recorded in writing at 
the beginning of the turn in which this takes place, 
before the Joint Artillery Fire Phase. 

Note: In multi-player games, the "Overall 
Commander" may shift command of various 
formations from one player to another, "parceling out 
supporting assets" as it were. Thereby, a subordinate 
player, close to his "breaking point", may be brought 
back from the brink of panic by the timely arrival of 
reinforcements. 

Example: Let's add 8 stands of tanks to our force above. 
24 (Original # of Stands) + 8 (Reinforcements) = 32, 32 x .3 
x 7 = 67.2 (67). 

This is their new "Breaking Point". If the reinforcements 
arrive before the last card above was drawn, the player's 
force would still be "Hanging on"! (51 < 67) 

12.10.5 Starting with the turn following a "Breakdown" 
you suffer the following consequences: 

1. Further transfers of forces to or from your command 
are prohibited. 

2. The "Force Cohesion Value" of the force under your 
command, for all purposes except movement, is 
reduced by five (5) for the remainder of the game. 

3. The "Force Cohesion Value" of the force under your 
command for movement purposes is increased by 
two (2) for the remainder of the game. 

4. All movement of your forces must be toward a 
"friendly" map edge, as determined by mutual 
agreement. 

5. Stands under your command, which are on the 
board, may fire only if they have been fired upon 
this phase. 
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6. Off-map artillery under your command may 
complete any "duration" missions. Further off-map 
artillery fire must be handled at the new reduced 
cohesion value. 

7. Once all your forces leave the map, all off-map 
artillery stands under your command will cease-fire. 

8. All further air-strikes under your control are 
cancelled. 

12.10.6 More than one player may reach his "Break 
Point" in the same turn. 

12.10.7 All players must reveal their cards at the end 
of the game regardless of whether anyone reached 
their "Break Point". 

Example: An "Elite" force of Soviets attacking a prepared 
German position in 1942 might very well take seventy-five 
percent casualties before breaking! An Iraqi force in 
defending against a NATO "Hasty" attack might run away 
after only losing five percent of their total force! We all know 
what a "Drive-by Shooting" the Gulf War was! 

"Determination Factors" add a lot of uncertainty to the 
game. It also makes a lot of games shorter. I use it all 
the time for historical flavor and for sheer drama. I 
wouldn't recommend using "Determination Factors" 
until you have played the game several times and are 
fully familiar with all the other rules. 

This includes rolls for both fire availability and 
deviation. You must still plot a "sheaf" pattern for 
each stand, but the advantage of this practice is 
that the combined die-roll is modified by minus two 
(-2) for the presence of the "FDC" on the map. 
This rule simulates the advantages of centralized and 
efficient fire control and superior communication 
technique. The point cost for a Massed Battery FDC is 
the same as for an additional Infantry HQ stand. 

12.12 Special Artillery Fires 
1. "Map Fire" - Traditionally, at the beginning of any 
major attack, artillery fire and air-strikes are used to 
engage enemy units "suspected" of being in a given 
area. We shall call this kind of pre-planned barrage 
"Map Fire". "Map Fire" is aimed at a map reference 
rather than "observed" enemy stands. You must plot 
target location, sheaf pattern, turn-of-arrival, and 
duration of "Map Fire" after the map is set up but 
before any forces are placed on it. When the turn-of-
arrival comes, you simply make the necessary 
Cohesion die-rolls for the fire and for "Deviation" as 
normal. Failure to fire simply delays the arrival of the 
barrage. "Map Fire" may not otherwise be voluntarily 
cancelled, or its "Duration" terminated early. 

2. "Pre-registered" Targets - Artillery doctrine has 
included the idea of "pre-registering" targets for nearly 
as long as the arm has existed. "Pre-registration" 
means that you are allowed to establish those locations 
on the map you wish to be able to attack quickly and 
accurately during an upcoming battle by firing at 
them in advance and recording the necessary 
adjustments to the guns. 

You must plot target location and sheaf pattern, as 
above, before any forces are deployed, but you are not 
required to pre-plot duration or turn-of-arrival. When 
you wish to fire on any of these targets you simply 
refer to them by number (Target I, Target II, etc.). You 
are required to make a Cohesion roll to see if the fire 
occurs. This roll is made with a -2 die roll modifier 
since the necessary data has already been recorded by 
the firing batteries. You are not, however, required to 
roll for deviation since this has been eliminated by the 
"registration" fire. 

The number of "pre-registered" targets is based on 
your "Force Cohesion Level" and "Generation". You are 
allowed one (1) target for every three (3) full-strength 
artillery batteries in you force. You also receive bonus 
targets based on your "Force Cohesion Level": 

Cohesion Level Additional Targets 
12 or less 0 
13 or 14 1 
15 or 16 2 
17 or more 314 

1945 photo of a Waffentrager I with a PaK 88mm AT gun 
illustrates the development of mobile vehicles that could carry a 
number of different weapons. 

12.11 Fire Direction Centers 
TL-2 artillery nits may deploy a special "Fire Direction 
Center" or FDC stand. Armies sometimes have 
purpose-built "FDC" vehicles, but any transport vehicle 
with a cargo capacity of eight (8) or more may be 
designated as an "FDC" stand. As long as your on-map 
forces include a "FDC" stand, you may combine any 
number of artillery stands into a single firing unit and 
make one cohesion die-roll for all stands (what we will 
call a "Massed Battery") as long as the fire is delivered 
in contiguous sheafs. (i.e. All explosion markers must 
be arranged in a single connected pattern). 



3. "Final Protective Fire" (FPF) - Sometimes an 
artillery unit will find itself in a situation where self-
defense overrides its mission to provide supporting 
fire. Any artillery stand which has been plotted to 
perform "indirect-fire" may cancel this fire and 
perform "direct-fire" instead. This requires that the 
unit be conscious of the threat to itself and that it have 
the presence of mind to react quickly to this new 
situation. Therefore, in order to cancel the "plotted" 
fire and direct-fire on the new target the stand must 
execute a successful Cohesion die-roll with a +2 
modification. If the roll fails, the unit failed to react 
quickly and decisively enough and cannot fire at all. 

Note: Once again, confusion and panic (the result of 
collapsed cohesion) is the most dangerous factor 
in any combat situation. 

12.13 Weather and Visibility 
Atmospheric conditions and darkness can have a 
significant effect on combat. The rules below 
illustrate this. 

12.13.1 Unless they are contradictory, all effects of 
weather on visibility are cumulative: 

Haze or Light Fog - The maximum sighting distance 
for the scenario is reduced by 1D20%. 

Light Rain - Reduce the maximum sighting distance 
for the scenario by 2D6%. 

Heavy Rain or Light Snow - Maximum sighting 
distance for the scenario is 3D6 inches. 

Heavy Snow, Dust Storm, Sand Storm or Heavy Fog 
- Maximum sighting distance for the scenario is 1D8. 

Note: For rain or snow squalls roll 1D6 at the start of 
each turn and roll for visibility on a 1 or 2. 

12.13.2 Unless they are contradictory, all effects of 
weather on movement are cumulative: 

Deep Snow - Treat "Clear Terrain" as "Rough Terrain 
1". Double all movement point costs. 

Extreme Cold - Treat lakes, streams, rivers, or marshes 
as "Rough Terrain 1". 

Extreme Heat - Modify "Movement" cohesion die-rolls 
by “+2” for dismounted "Personnel" and "Light 
Weapons". 

12.14.3 The effects of darkness vary by Tech Level. 

Tech Level 1 - Maximum sighting distance is 1D6 
inches. Movement values may not exceed two (2). 

Tech Level 2 - Maximum sighting distance is 3D6 
inches. Movement values may not exceed five (5). 
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12.15 Disengagement 
TL-2 stands can fire in the second Fire Phase and fall 
back during the Movement Phase. But TL-1 stands are 
prevented from doing this because they cannot fire 
and move in the same turn. This problem may be 
overcome by employing "Disengaging Fire". This 
action allows a stand to fire at the enemy and move 
one inch (1") in the direction of his choice, within 
certain restrictions. 

Company of SdKfz 351/1 panzer grenadier tracks. To bring the 
vehicles to life add some seated German infantry. 

12.15.1 To perform "Disengaging Fire", a stand must 
have a movement value greater than zero (0) and be in 
the Firing Posture. 

12.15.2 The Cohesion die-roll associated with 
"Disengaging Fire" is unaffected. However, the 
Combat die-roll (on the CRT) is modified by +3. 

12.15.3 The stand may not move more than one inch 
regardless of its movement value, nor may it 
voluntarily end its move in base contact with an 
enemy stand. 

This rule simulates the common practice of troops 
engaged in "delaying" an enemy advance to execute a 
quick burst of fire to suppress or disorganize them and 
fall back through covering terrain to another blocking 
position to repeat the process. Use of this rule makes 
delaying actions by TL-1 "Rear Guard" forces simpler 
and easier to accomplish. 

12.16 Nuclear, Biological, & Chemical Warfare 
Nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons (NBC)  and 
the consequences of their use have haunted military 
commanders and theorists alike since the whole 
question of ethics and morality in warfare began to be 
taken seriously by civilized nations sometime in the 
19th Century. No study of the military history of the 
twentieth century would be complete without the 
inclusion of these cruel and horrifying weapons. 

Nuclear Weapons: Fortunately, the only use of nuclear 
weapons thus far has been the American attacks on 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in the closing days of World 



War II. Since then, in spite of the steady evolution and 
improvement in these weapons, no nation possessing 
them has found itself in a position where their use was 
unavoidable. If this were to occur, these weapons could 
be divided into three loose categories: “strategic,” 
“operational,” and “tactical” weapons. 

The deployment of "strategic" and 
"operational" nuclear weapons are 
beyond the scope of these rules. Even 
"tactical" nuclear weapons are so 
destructive that their direct 
battlefield effect would be best 
simulated by simply burning down 
the house where the game has been 
set up. Barring this, we will concern 
ourselves primarily with the "After-
Effects" of these weapons, or 
operations in a nuclear-contaminated 
(or "radioactive") environment. 

12.16.1 Armored vehicles, to include 
enclosed self-propelled artillery and 
personnel carriers, are the only weapons stands which 
may be deployed in a radioactive environment. Due to 
the disruptive effects of radiation on communications 
and computer equipment, all cohesion die-rolls 
(including recovery rolls) are modified based on "Tech 
Level". 

Tech Level 1: +7 
Tech Level 2: +6 

The above penalty is applied to "Off-Map" cohesion 
die-rolls as well, i.e. those for "off-map" artillery and 
air strikes. 

12.16.2 All combat die-rolls are modified by minus 
two (-2) since even minor damage may result in the 
contamination of the air inside the damaged vehicle 
resulting in the eventual death of the occupants. 

Biological Weapons: The use of biological weapons 
has been rare in modern times. The inherent 
unreliability of germ warfare and difficulty in 
controlling bioweapons seem to have been the 
primary limiting factor. There are documented 
accounts of the Germans in the First World War 
spreading the disease "Glanders", specifically in the 
Balkans, to kill enemy horses and cattle, and Saddam 
Hussein seems to have found both biological and 
chemical weapons useful in controlling the Kurdish 
and Sunni minorities in Iraq. But the most widespread 
and indiscriminate use of germ warfare against 
human beings in the Twentieth Century seems to have 

Protective gear for chemical warfare. 

It has been clearly documented that "Special Unit 731" 
was responsible for the deaths of over two-hundred-
fifty-thousand Chinese soldiers and civilians by the 
simple tactic of spreading huge numbers of plague 
infected fleas in the path of advancing Chinese forces. 
Since fleas cannot be expected to respect the difference 

between soldiers and innocent 
civilian men, women, and children, 
the disease spread throughout the 
region killing indiscriminately. 

Lawsuits are still pending against 
the Japanese government for these 
acts as well as lawsuits from the 
relatives of Chinese, Russian, 
American, and other victims of the 
"Unit 731" research facility in 
Manchuria, the barbarity of which 
was in a class with the Nazi death 
camps of the same era. Captured 
Japanese documents show that the 
ultimate targets of this research 
effort were the large cities of the U.S. 

west coast. Between two and three million American 
military and civilian casualties would have resulted 
had these attacks taken place! Japan's timely surrender 
after the Hiroshima and Nagasaki attacks prevented 
this particular holocaust. 

12.16.3 The effects of a germ warfare environment are 
similar to those of a radioactive one with the following 
exceptions: 

1. Air-strikes and "Off Map" fire are unaffected. 

2. The Cohesion effects are as follows: 

Tech Level 1: +5 
Tech Level 2: +3 

Chemical Weapons: Of the three types of NBC 
warfare, the use of chemical weapons has been the 
most common. These have ranged from non-persistent 
irritants like tear gas (CS), used in crowd control by 
both the military and law enforcement, to persistent 
lethal gases like chlorine and phosgene (or the 
industrial cleaner "Cyclon-B" used in Auschwitz by 
the Nazi's for "Pest Control"). 

The widespread use of poison gas was limited to 
specific areas and times. On the "Western Front" in 
World War I, poison gas was used regularly by both 
the Allies and the Germans. It was much less 
commonly used on the Eastern Front where its 
effectiveness was limited by the vast nature of the 
theater of operations and the relative difficulty of 

been that of the Imperial Japanese army in WWII. delivering gas over such wide areas. 
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The Nazi's used poison gas on a limited basis on their 
Eastern Front in WWII, but only when they thought they 
could get away with it. The Italian Army used gas in their 
Ethiopian Campaign and, of course, the Japanese used 
gas extensively in China. The guiding principle in the use 
of chemical weapons seems to have been the same as that 
for nuclear weapons. Namely, "If you think your 
opponent has the capacity to use it on you, you generally 
don't use it on him". Fear of massive reprisal has always 
been the strongest incentive toward ethical behavior. Or, 
if I may be permitted, Italian and Japanese leaders simply 
believed that the deaths of large numbers of Africans and 
Chinese would not generate massive Allied retaliation. 
This assumption turned out to be correct. 

12.16.4 At the beginning of any scenario in which one 
side is attacking a defended position, the attacker may 
declare a preparatory chemical "Barrage" and must state 
whether the chemical agent used is "persistent" or "non-
persistent". The effects of this barrage are as follows: 

Each player should roll 1D20 for each of his stands 
which are on the map as part of his initial deployment. 
These die-rolls are modified as follows: If the die-roll 
equals the stand's "Cohesion Level" minus three (-3) or 
less, there is "No Effect". 

If the modified die-roll equals the stand's "Cohesion 
Level" -2 or greater, the stand is "Suppressed". 

If the modified die-roll equals the stand's "Cohesion 
Level" +2 or greater, the stand is "Disorganized". 

If the modified die-roll equals twenty (20), the stand is 
"Eliminated". 

Example: You deploy a force of TL-1 and TL-2 stands to defend 
an area. Your "Force Cohesion Level" is 15. Your opponent 
declares a "Chemical Barrage" before the game begins. Each 
time you roll a ten (12) or less on 1D20 there will be "No 
Effect". For each roll of thirteen through sixteen (13-16), a 
stand will be "Suppressed". For each roll of seventeen through 
nineteen (17- 19), a stand will be "Disorganized". A roll of 
twenty (20) will "Eliminate" a stand. On average, 50% of this 
defending force will be unaffected, 20% will be "Suppressed", 

20% will be "Disorganized", and 5% will be "Eliminated" by 
the chemical attack. 

In this example the attacker did not roll, since none of his 
stands was on the map when the scenario began. He opted to 
move his forces onto the map during the movement phase of 
turn one. 

In this instance the attacker avoids possible casualties by 
deploying "off-map" but allows the defender time to recover 
from the effects of the barrage. By deploying "on-map", the 
attacker can rush the defender before he can recover, but risks 
casualties from his own attack! 

12.16.5 If the chemical agent used was "non-persistent", 
there are no further chemical effects. If the attacker 
declared the agent to be a "persistent" type, the effects 
are as follows. 

Cohesion die-rolls for all TL-1 or TL-2 stands on the map 
during the game are modified by +3, due to restricted 
visibility and communication difficulties. 

This modification affects all stands on the map, attackers 
and defenders alike! 

There will be exceptions to the chemical warfare rules 
above. In 1917 and 1918 on the Western Front, gas 
became a familiar danger. Consider treating troops in 
this particular period as less vulnerable to gas attack. 
However, chemical attacks would have been a 
devastating surprise to the U.S. forces in W.W.II (at least 
the first few times they were used) Although gas masks 
were issued initially, troops rid themselves of this extra 
baggage at the first opportunity! 

This makes for some fascinating "What If's". What if the 
Germans decided to use poison gas as a desperate last 
resort, perhaps in the "Battle of the Bulge"? The fact that 
the German army was heavily dependent on horse-
drawn transport would have made it a two-edged 
weapon. Could the Japanese have used gas effectively in 
the defense of Iwo Jima or Okinawa? The effect on the 
densely crowded Marine beachheads might have been 
appallingly destructive. It's something to consider. 

Porsche began development of the super heavy tank Maus in 1942. Two prototypes fought at the end the war. 
Nine more were under construction in April 1945. 
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Painting Wehrmacht ‘47®
 

German Armoured Vehicles
 

Most modelers who have attempted to replicate the E 
series of proposed German vehicles have continued 
the patterns that were most attractively used late in 
1944 and 1945. This is the 'ambush' scheme. A base 
coat of dunkelgelb (GHQ's CLR2 Desert Yellow) is 
applied. This is followed by a pattern of olivgruen 
(CLR1 Camouflage Green) and rotbraun (CLR3 
Camouflage Brown) generally applied with a spray 
gun on the full sized vehicle. Then, a fine pattern of 
Desert Yellow dots are carefully applied to the green 
and brown areas. Certainly, this scheme was not 
universally used on Wehrmacht vehicles late in the 
war, but it is very attractive. 

An alternative would be to use a scheme which, 
rather like the Wehrmacht '47® models themselves, 
had been planned for implementation, but was 
preempted by the Allied victory in April 1945. Orders 
were issued in November 1944 to paint armoured 
fighting vehicles and panzers with a base coat of 
Dunkelgruen. This was a pale olive green color 
(similar to GHQ's CLR30 ‘Modern US Aircraft 
Green’). Overspray or brush--painted camouflage 
patterns were to be created at the factory "in sharp 
contours." (Use Camouflage Brown or Desert Yellow.) 
This order was to be implemented by June 1945. The 
photo above shows the vehicle we will be painting in 
this article, an E-50 "Panther III" main battle tank. 

1. Clean any part lines off the castings by scraping 
with the blade of a #11 hobby knife. Trim off any 
'vents' - the tiny wires of metal left over from the 
casting process. 

2. Glue the turret to the hull at the desired rotation. 

3. Glue assembled E-50 onto the head of a roofing nail for 
easier handling. Insert the nail into a block of Styrofoam 
to hold the nail and tank when not in use. 

4. Basecoat the model with GHQ's CLR30 "Modern US 
Aircraft Green." We used an airbrush to apply the base 
coat, but a brush can be used. 

5. Begin applying the 3-tone camouflage scheme. We 
started using GHQ's Desert Yellow (CLR2). As noted 
above, the orders directing the new painting schemes 
specifically stated that the camouflage was to be 
applied "in sharp contours." To follow orders, we 
used a paint brush to apply the pattern, and based the 
shapes on Luftwaffe aircraft camouflage schemes with 
straight edges and angular patterns. German 
camouflage directives stated that 1/3 of the surface of 
the vehicle was to either dunkelgelb (Desert Yellow) or 
rotbraun (Camouflage Brown) - keep that in mind 
while applying these colors. 

6. Add the rotbraun patches, using GHQ's CLR3 
Camouflage Brown paint. 

7. You could quit camouflaging here. If you are feeling 
tricky, apply the 'ambush' scheme. Using a very small 
brush, carefully paint dots of Desert Yellow into the 
green areas of the vehicle. Avoid placing too many 

dots in a straight line.
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10. Use a drybrush technique to gingerly apply 
metallic silver or Gun Metal (CLR13) to the raised 
details of the tracks, shovel heads, etc. where the paint 
or rust would have polished off. 

8. Begin painting the detail - we started with the 
tracks. Apply a coat of either CLR7 Rust or CLR15 
Dark Brown to both the interior and the exterior of the 
track links. (We used the Dark Brown to differentiate 
from the Camouflage Brown shade.) 

9. Paint some of the other details, like the towing 
cables and shovel heads Rust, the heads of the mallets 
and cable cutters CLR14 Panzer Gray, and the handles 
of the shovels and mallets a wood color - we used 
CLR8 UK Sand Yellow. 

11. Apply an overall black wash to the entire vehicle. 
GHQ almost exclusively uses a wash made of gum-
spirits turpentine and black enamel paint (GHQ's 
CLR11 Black water-based acrylic should NOT be mixed 
with either mineral spirits or turpentine.) The ratio is 
about 10 parts turpentine to 1 part black enamel 
paint. Apply a liberal, but not excessive, amount to 
all the surfaces of the model. Try to avoid puddles of 
wash. Initially, it will look very shiny and wet: it will 
take some time (from hours to a week) for the 
turpentine wash to dry, depending on your 
environmental conditions. 

12. Once the wash has dried, the model should look 
like this: 
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13. Decals help bring your models to life. Carefully 
trim 2 Balkenkreuz ("German Crosses") from a D11 
Decal, and a pair of tactical numbers in the color of 
your choice (D5 is white, D6 is black, and D7 is red). 
Apply the decals as shown below. A decal setting 
solution can then be used to flatten the decal in place 
if you choose to use one. The Champ system is easiest 
to use, Micro Scale's system is a bit more complicated. 

14. Like the decals, aerials add a lot to Micro Armour® 

models. Here we glued a short length of nylon quilting 
thread to the cylindrical 'boot' located next to the 
commander's cupola. Trim it to length with a finger 
nail clipper. Darken the clear nylon thread with black 
India ink. 

15. When you are happy with the effect, spray a 
complete but thin coat of Testor's brand Dullcote over 
the model. This will both deaden any sheen left from 
the black wash, and provide a protective layer to your 
efforts. When you're done, the model is ready to enter 
service in one of your Wehrmacht '47® panzer units. 
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German Weapons 
TECH FIREPOWER RANGE DEFENSE MOVEMENT CARGO TRANSPORT 

WEAPON POINTS LEVEL AP / HE AP / HE [ARMOR] T / W / F CAPACITY REQUIREMENT 

Armoured Fighting Vehicles 
SdKfz 350/17 48 1 6 / 4 12 / 12 [4] 16T - -
SdKfz 351/16 "Flamm" 26 1 9F / 9F 1 / 1 [4] 14T - -
E-50 / Panther 3 154 2 11 / 6 25 / 25 [12] 19T - -
E-75 / Tiger 3 235 2 17 / 8 30 / 30 [18] 10T - -
E-100 JagdPanzer 156 1 12 / 7 30 / 30 [16] 10T - -
Pz V Panther 112 1 11 / 5 25 / 25 [10] 12T - -
Pz VIA Tiger 111 1 10 / 6 25 /25 [11] 9T - -
Pz VIB King Tiger 129 1 11 / 8 25 / 25 [13] 8T - -
E-100 JagdPanzer 156 1 12 / 7 30 / 30 [16] 10T - -
Panther IIF 116 1 11 / 6 25 / 25 [10] 11T - -
Maus (150mm Gun) 151 1 8 / 9 30 / 30 [20] 8T - -
Maus (128mm Gun) 163 1 12 / 7 30 / 30 [20] 8T - -

Armoured Personnel Carriers 
SdKfz 350/1 30 1 0 / 4 1 / 5 [4] 16T 6 -
SdKfz 350/9 30 1 2 / 4 5 / 5 [4] 16T - -
SdKfz 350/16 32 1 0 / 6 1 / 5 [4] 16T 6 -
SdKfz 351/1 28 1 0 / 4 1 / 5 [4] 14T 8 -
SdKfz 351/7 28 1 0 / 4 1 / 5 [4] 14T 8 -
SdKfz 351/17 28 1 2 / 4 5 / 5 [4] 14T - -

Anti-Tank Weapons 
75mm PAK40 ATG § 59 1 9 / 5 20 / 20 4 0 - 8 
88mm PAK43 ATG § 105 1 11 / 6 30 / 30 4 0 - 10 
SdKfz 350/13 § 72 1 9 / 5 20 / 20 [4] 16T - -
E-10 § 75 1 9 / 5 20 / 20 [6] 15T - -
E-25 § 104 1 11 / 6 25 / 25 [5] 20T - -
JadgPanther 2 § 174 1 17 / 8 30 / 30 [12] 19T - -
JagdTiger 2 § 175 1 22 / 9 24 / 24 [18] 10T - -
Waffenträger I 88mm 95 1 11 / 5 25 / 25 [2] 11T - -
Waffenträger II 88mm 95 1 11 / 5 25 / 25 [2] 11T - -
Waffentrager II 12.8cm § 159 1 12 / 8 40 / 40 [3] 11T - -

TECH FIREPOWER MAX RANGE MINIMUM 
POINTS LEVEL AP / HE AP / HE RANGE NOTES 

Anti-Tank Guided Missiles 
Rotkäppchen 12 2 10 / 4 (5) 10 / 10 5 Man-Packed 
Rochen 600 7 2 10 / 4 (4) 5 / 5 4 Man-Packed 
Rochen 1000 23 2 12 / 4 (6) 20 / 20 4 Man-Packed 
Rochen 1500 32 2 14 / 4 (7) 30 / 30 4 Man-Packed 

Notes: 
1. Rotkäpchen = Red Riding Hood. 
2. Rochen = Skate (The fish). 
3. The Rotkäpchen was a wire-guided system. 
4. The Rochen series used infrared imaging that did not require a wire for its joystick controller.  It made use of two focused guidance 
beams with the impact point being the spot where the two converge. 
5. In testing, after initial failures, the Rochen achieved pinpoint accuracy at 2,000 meters after a six-second flight.  Some two hundred 
were manufactured before hostilities ended in 1945. 
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German Weapons 
TECH FIREPOWER RANGE DEFENSE MOVEMENT CARGO TRANSPORT 

WEAPON POINTS LEVEL AP / HE AP / HE [ARMOR] T / W / F CAPACITY REQUIREMENT 

Artillery 
75mm Infantry Gun § (1) 21 1 2 / 5 27 / 27 5 0 - 6 
75mm Infantry Gun § (3) 59 1 2 / 5 27 / 27 5 0 - 6 
8cm Mortar § (1) 16 1 0 / 6‡ 21 / 21 6** 2F - 4 
8cm Mortar § (3) 41 1 0 / 6‡ 21 / 21 6** 2F - 8 
8cmK (Stummelwerfer) § (1) 8 1 0 / 6‡ 9 / 9 6** 3F - 4 
105mm Howitzer § (2) 170 1 2 / 8‡ 84 / 84 3 0 - 10 
120mm Mortar § (2)*** 108 1 2 / 9‡ 48 / 48 4 0 - 8 
150mm Field Gun § (2) 253 1 3 / 9‡ 105 / 105 2 0 - 12 
170mm Field Gun § (2) 589 1 4 / 11‡ 196 / 196 2 0 - 14 
SdKfz 350/7 § (1) 22 1 0 / 6 ‡ 21 / 21 [4] 16T - -
SdKfz 351/2 § (1) 21 1 0 / 6 ‡ 21 / 21 [4] 14T - -
SdKfz 351/24 § (1) 57 1 2 / 9 ‡ 48 / 48 [4] 14T - -
SdKfz 351/24(2) § 105 1 2 / 9 ‡ 48 / 48 [4] 14T - -
Geschutzwagen VI 21cm (2) § 398 1 5 / 13 ‡ 134 / 134 [3] 11T - -
Geschutzwagen VI 17cm (2) § 431 1 4 / 11 ‡ 196 / 196 [3] 11T - -
Waffenträger I 105mm (2) 176 1 2 / 8 ‡ 84 / 84 [2] 11T - 
12cm Mortar (2) § *** 87 1 2 / 9 ‡ 48 / 48 4 0 - 8 
210mm Mörser.18 (1) § 177 1 5 / 13 ‡ 134 / 134 2 0 - 14 
210mm Mörser.18 (2) § 352 1 5 / 13 ‡ 134 / 134 2 0 - 14 

Infantry Close Support Artillery Vehicles 
SdKfz 350/8 § (1) 23 1 1 / 5 27 / 27 [4] 16T - -
SdKfz 351/9 § (1) 22 1 1 / 5 27 / 27 [4] 14T - -
SdKfz 351/22 § 70 1 9 / 5 20 / 20 [4] 14T - -
Bär § (1) 194 1 8 / 16 ‡ 84 / 84 [12] 5T - -
Gchutzw. VI 30.5cm GrW (1) § 52 1 9 / 18 20 / 20 [3] 11T - 

[ ] = Armoured Defense Value § = Weapons must obey Facing Restrictions 
‡ = This stand may engage in in-direct fire (2) = # of artillery impact markers used for this stand 
*** = minimum range = 3" 

The Geschutzwagen VI 30.5cm GrenatenWerfer is a spigot mortar weapon which must be loaded from the outside. 
The weapon requires 5 turns to reload.  If the stand receives any enemy fire while loading, that turn does not count 
toward the necessary number of turns to reload. 
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German Weapons 
TECH FIREPOWER RANGE DEFENSE MOVEMENT CARGO TRANSPORT 

WEAPON POINTS LEVEL AP / HE AP / HE [ARMOR] T / W / F CAPACITY REQUIREMENT 

Rocket Artillery 
150mm Nebelwerfer § (2) 80 1 4 / 10 ^* 55 / 55 3 0 - 6 
210mm Nebelwerfer § (2) 125 1 5 / 12 ^* 72 / 72 3 0 - 8 
Panzerwerfer 150 (2) 165 1 4 / 10 ^*: 55 / 55 [3] 15T - 

Anti-Aircraft Weapons 
SdKfz 350/14 50 1 5 / 8 10 / 10 [4] 16T - -
SdKfz 351/21 48 1 5 / 8 10 / 10 [4] 14T - -
FlakPanther 1 52 1 5 / 8 10 / 10 [7] 12T - -
FlakPanther 2 78 1 5 / 8 20 / 20 [7] 12T - -
Waffenträger I 37mm AA 35 1 4 / 6 10 / 10 [2] 11T - 

Personnel 
Headquarters 40 1 0 / 4 1 / 5 6** 4F - 8 
Infantry '44 - '47 19 1 6 / 6 1 / 5 6** 4F - 8 
Infantry 17 2 7 / 6 1 / 5 6** 4F - 8 
Engineer 15 2 5 / 5 1 / 5 6** 4F - 8 
German Medium MG 22 2 1 / 6 1 / 10 6** 2F - 8 
Infantry Support 16 1 0 / 5 1 / 10 6** 2F - 4 
Motorcycle Infantry 23 1 0 / 5 1 / 5 6** 20W - 
Motorcycle Support 28 1 0 / 5 1 / 10 6** 20W - 

Transport 
SdKfz 350/15 30 1 0 / 4 1 / 5 [4] 16T 8 -
Kubelwagon 4 1 - - 3 20W 4 
Light Truck 7 1 - - 1 20W 8 
Medium Truck 8 1 - - 1 18W 10 
Heavy Truck 10 1 - - 1 16W 14 
Light Tractor (SdKfz10) 8 1 - - 1 15T 8 -
Hvy Tractor (Sd7 or Maultier) 14 1 - - 1 14T 12 -
Schwimmwagon 5 1 - - 3 20W(2S) 4 -
Raupenschlepper Ost (RSO) 6 1 - - [1] 10T 8 
SdKfz9 "Heavy" Tractor 12 1 - - 1 14T 14 
Artillery Limber 4 1 - - 1 6F 12+ 
Wagon 4 1 - - 1 5F 10 

[ ] = Armoured Defense Value § = Weapons must obey Facing Restrictions 
‡ = This stand may engage in in-direct fire (2) = Number of artillery impact markers used for this stand 
*** = Minimum Range = 3" 
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united states Weapons 
TECH FIREPOWER RANGE DEFENSE MOVEMENT CARGO TRANSPORT 

WEAPON POINTS LEVEL AP / HE AP / HE [ARMOR] T / W / F CAPACITY REQUIREMENT 

Armoured Fighting Vehicles 
M24 "Chaffee" 77 1 7 / 5 20 / 20 [7] 15T - -
M4A3E2 "Sherman Jumbo" 78 1 7 / 5 20 / 20 [10] 10T - -
M4A3E8 "Sherman Easy-8" 82 1 9 / 5 20 / 20 [8] 10T - -
M4 "Sherman Crocodile" § 28 1 10F / 10F 1 / 1 [7] 9T - -
M26 "Pershing" 104 1 11 / 7 20 / 20 [11] 10T - -
T26E4 Super Pershing 152 2 12 / 7 25 / 25 [11] 10T - -
T29 171 1 15 / 8 30 / 30 [12] 9T - -
T30 111 1 4 / 9 30 / 30 [12] 9T - -
T34 162 1 16 / 9 25 / 25 [14] 9T - -

Armoured Personnel Carriers 
LVTA1 35 1 5 / 4 10 / 10 [2] 10T (3S) - -
LVTA2 "Water Buffalo" 12 1 1 / 3 10 / 10 [1] 10T (3S) * 12 -
M39 25 1 1 / 3 10 / 10 [4] 14T 8 -
M44 26 1 1 / 3 10 / 10 [4] 6T 14 -
M59 38 1 1 / 3 10 / 10 [4] 16T (2 amph) 8 -
M75 42 1 1 / 3 10 / 10 [4] 22T (2 amph) 8 -

Anti-Tank Weapons 
3" ATG § 51 1 7 / 5 20 / 20 3 0 - 8 
M3 GMC § 68 1 7 / 5 20 / 20 [3] 14T - -
M18 "Hellcat" 82 1 8 / 5 20 / 20 [6] 14T - -
M36 "Jackson" (Slugger) 94 1 11 / 6 20 / 20 [6] 10T - -

Artillery 
75mm Pack Howitzer § (2) 83 1 1 / 5‡ 67 / 67 5** 1F - 4 
M8 HMC (2) 94 1 1 / 5‡ 69 / 69 [4] 15T - -
M8 HMC (3) 136 1 1 / 5‡ 69 / 69 [4] 15T - -
LVTA4 (2) 90 1 1 / 5‡ 69 / 69 [2] 10T (3S) * - -
M4-105mm § (1) 78 1 3 / 8‡ 60 / 60 [7] 10T - -
81mm Mortar § (2) 32 1 0 / 6‡ 24 / 24 6** 2F - 6 
81mm Mortar § (3) 49 1 0 / 6‡ 24 / 24 6** 2F - 8 
M21 MMC § (1) 25 1 0 / 6‡ 24 / 24 [3] 16T - -
M21 MMC § (2) 40 1 0 / 6‡ 24 / 24 [3] 16T - -
4.2" Mortar § (2) *** 66 1 1 / 9‡ 32 / 32 4 0 - 8 
105mm Howitzer § (2) 198 1 3 / 8‡ 89 / 89 3 0 - 10 
105mm Howitzer § (3) 295 1 3 / 8‡ 89 / 89 3 0 - 10 
T19 HMC § (3) 304 1 3 / 8‡ 89 / 89 [3] 14T - -
M7 SPH "Priest" § (1) 106 1 3 / 8‡ 89 / 89 [4] 9T - -
M7 SPH "Priest" § (3) 302 1 3 / 8‡ 89 / 89 [4] 9T - -
155mm Howitzer § (2) 337 1 4 / 9‡ 120 / 120 2 0 - 12 
155mm Gun "Long Tom" § (2) 527 1 5 / 9‡ 188 / 188 2 0 - 12 
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united states Weapons 
TECH FIREPOWER RANGE DEFENSE MOVEMENT CARGO TRANSPORT 

WEAPON POINTS LEVEL AP / HE AP / HE [ARMOR] T / W / F CAPACITY REQUIREMENT 

Artillery 
M12 HMC § (3) 681 1 5 / 9‡ 160 / 160 [4] 9T - -
M40 GMC "Long Tom" § (3) 797 1 5 / 9‡ 188 / 188 [3] 9T - -
203mm Howitzer § (2) 433 1 5 / 11‡ 135 / 135 2 0 - 14 
240mm Howitzer § (2) 774 1 7 / 14‡ 184 / 184 2 0 - 16 
5" (Naval Gunfire) § (3) 1166 2 5 / 13‡ 216 / 216 - - - -
8" (Naval Gunfire) § (3) 2160 2 6 / 18‡ 288 / 288 - - - -
M37 (3) § 276 1 3 / 8 ‡ 89 / 89 [4] 17T - -
T38 (3) § *** 98 1 1 / 9 ‡ 32 / 32 [4] 17T - -
M41 (3) § 425 1 4 / 9 ‡ 131 / 131 [4] 17T - -
T92 (3) § 842 1 7 / 14 ‡ 184 / 184 [4] 8T - -
T93 (3) § 532 1 5 / 11 ‡ 135 / 135 [4] 8T - -

Infantry Close Support Artillery Vehicles 
T28 / T95 § 188 2 15 / 8 30 / 30 [16] 4T - -

Recon Vehicles 
M20 24 1 1 / 4 10 / 10 [2] 16W - -
M8 "Greyhound" 34 1 5 / 4 10 / 10 [2] 16W - -
Jeep (50cal. MG) 19 1 1 / 4 10 / 10 3 18W 4 -
Jeep (57mm RcR) 17 1 2 / 5 6 / 6 3 18W 4 -
T8 "Recon Stuart" 20 1 1 / 4 10 / 10 [4] 15T 4 -

Anti-Aircraft Weapons 
M19 61 1 4 / 8 15 / 15 [4] 17T - -
T77 47 1 1 / 8 12 / 12 [4] 17T - -

Personnel 
Headquarters 40 1 0 / 4 1 / 5 6** 4F - 8 
Infantry '43-'45 13 1 5 / 5 1 / 5 6** 4F - 8 
Infantry "Airborne" 17 2 7 / 6 1 / 5 6** 4F - 8 
Infantry "Recon" 9 1 1 / 3 1 / 5 6** 4F - 4 
Infantry "Engineer" 15 2 5 / 5 1 / 5 6** 4F - 4 
MMG 22 2 1/6 1/10 6** 2F - 4 
Infantry Support 16 1 1 / 5 1 / 10 6** 3F - 8 

Transport 
DUKW 17 1 - - 1 15W (4S) * 14 -
Light Truck 7 1 - - 1 18W 8 -
Medium Truck 8 1 - - 1 18W 12 -
Heavy Truck 10 1 - - 1 16W 15 -
Jeep 4 1 - - 3 18W 4 -
Amphibious Jeep 5 1 - - 3 18W (2S) * 4 -
"Weasel" 6 1 - - 3 10T (2S) * 4 -

[ ] = Armoured Defense Value § = Weapons must obey Facing Restrictions 
‡ = This stand may engage in in-direct fire (2) = # of artillery impact markers used for this stand 
*** = minimum range = 3" 

Note: The 'actual' rate of march for infantry was somewhere between three and four inches per turn (3.5MPH about 75% of the time. i.e. every nine 
minutes or so, a well trained infantry platoon (Cohesion 15) would have to halt and rest for three minutes to prevent straggling. MATG-WWII gamers 
are used to infantry movement rates of 3; MATG-Modern to rates of 4. We have here used the latter, but if you prefer, you can change infantry 
movement rates to 3. 
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united kingdom Weapons 
TECH FIREPOWER RANGE DEFENSE MOVEMENT CARGO TRANSPORT 

WEAPON POINTS LEVEL AP / HE AP / HE [ARMOR] T / W / F CAPACITY REQUIREMENT 

Armoured Fighting Vehicles 
A30 Avenger 116 1 11 / 5 25 / 25 [10] 16T - -
A34 Comet 87 1 10 / 5 20 / 20 [6] 15T - -
Sherman "Firefly" VC 106 1 11 / 5 25 / 25 [8] 10T - -
A41 Centurion 1 146 2 11 / 5 25 / 25 [15] 12T - -

Armoured Personnel Carriers 
Bren Carrier 11 1 1 / 4 5 / 5 [1] 15T 6 -
Ram "Kangeroo" 14 1 0 / 4 1 / 10 [5] 10T 8 -

Anti-Tank Weapons 
17lbr ATG § 83 1 11 / 5 25 / 25 4 0 - 8 
Achilles 102 1 11 / 5 25 / 25 [6] 10T - -
Archer § 100 1 11 / 5 25/ 25 [6] 8T - -
A31 Tortoise § # 126 1 9 / 6 30 / 30 [22] 6T - -

Artillery 
3" Mortar § (1) 15 1 0 / 6‡ 20 / 20 6** 2F - 6 
3" Mortar § (3) 39 1 0 / 6‡ 20 / 20 6** 2F - 8 
3" Mortar § (1) (Bren Carrier) 21 1 0 / 6‡ 20 / 20 [1] 15T - -
25lbr Gun/Howitzer § (2) **** 177 1 2 / 7‡ 97 / 97 4 0 - 8 
25lbr Gun/Howitzer (as ATG) 6 10 
Sexton § (2) 186 1 2 / 7‡ 97 / 97 [6] 10T - -
4.2" Mortar § (2)*** 67 1 1 / 9‡ 32 / 32 5 0 - 8 
4.5" Howitzer § (2) 115 1 2 / 8‡ 52 / 52 2 0 - 10 
5.5" Gun/Howitzer § (2) 310 1 4 / 9‡ 118 / 118 2 0 - 12 
7.2" Gun/Howitzer § (2) 325 1 4 / 10‡ 143 / 143 1 0 - 14 

Armoured Cars 
Humber Mk IV 28 1 5 / 3 10 / 5 [2] 17W - -
Daimler "Dingo" 17 1 0 / 3 1 / 5 [1] 20W - -
Daimler 27 1 5 / 3 10 / 5 [1] 20W - -
A.E.C II 37 1 6 / 3 15 / 5 [3] 16W - -
A.E.C III 63 1 7 / 5 20 / 20 [3] 15W - -
Staghound 64 1 7 / 5 20 / 20 [3] 16W - -

Anti-Aircraft Weapons 
40mm "Bofors" AAG 21 1 4 / 6 10 / 10 2 0 - 6 
3.7" AAG # 91 1 9 / 6 30 / 30 2 0 - 10 
Skink 46 1 3 / 8 10 / 10 [7] 10T - -
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united kingdom Weapons 
TECH FIREPOWER RANGE DEFENSE MOVEMENT CARGO TRANSPORT 

WEAPON POINTS LEVEL AP / HE AP / HE [ARMOR] T / W / F CAPACITY REQUIREMENT 

Personnel 
Headquarters 
Infantry 
Engineers 
MMG 
Infantry Support 
Motorcycle Infantry 

40 
17 
15 
22 
17 
22 

1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

0 / 4 
7 / 6 
5 / 5 
1/6 
1 / 5 
0 / 4 

1 / 5 
1 / 5 
1 / 5 
1/10 
1 / 10 
1 / 5 

6** 
6** 
6** 
6** 
6** 
6** 

4F 
4F 
4F 
2F 
3F 
20W 

-
-
-
-
-
-

8 
8 
8 
4 
4 
-

Transport 
Car 4 1 - - 1 16W 4 -
Light Truck 
Medium Truck 

7 
8 

1 
1 

-
-

-
-

1 
1 

18W 
18W 

8 
10 

-
-

Heavy Truck 10 1 - - 1 16W 14 -

[ ] = Armoured Defense Value 
‡ = This stand may engage in in-direct fire 
*** = minimum range = 3" 

§ = Weapons must obey Facing Restrictions 
(2) = # of artillery impact markers used for this stand 
# = use Range Attenuation Chart as German 88 
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Soviet weapons 
TECH FIREPOWER RANGE DEFENSE MOVEMENT CARGO TRANSPORT 

WEAPON POINTS LEVEL AP / HE AP / HE [ARMOR] T / W / F CAPACITY REQUIREMENT 

Armoured Fighting Vehicles 
T-34/85 94 1 10 / 6 20 / 20 [9] 12T - -
KV-85 94 1 10 / 6 20 / 20 [10] 10T - -
JS-II 105 1 11 / 7 20 / 20 [12] 9T - -
JSIII "Pike" 114 1 11 / 8 20 / 20 [12] 10T - -
T-44 / 85 100 1 10 / 6 20 / 20 [10] 16T - -
T-44 / 100 122 1 11 / 7 24 / 24 [10] 16T - -
T-44 / 122 112 1 11 / 8 20 / 20 [10] 16T - -
JS-4 110 1 11 / 8 20 / 20 [12] 10T - -

Armoured Personnel Carriers 
BTR-40 13 1 0 / 3 1 / 5 [1] 20W 8 -

Anti-Tank Weapons 
57mmm ATG § 35 1 6 / 4 15 / 15 5 0 - 6 
100mm ATG § 93 1 11 / 7 24 / 24 4 0 - 10 
Su-85 § 93 1 10 / 6 20 / 20 [9] 11T - -
Su-100 § 104 1 11 / 7 20 / 20 [11] 10T - -
ISU-122 § 109 1 11 / 8 20 / 20 [12] 9T - -

Artillery 
76mm Inf Gun (Regt.) § (3) 64 1 1 / 5 34 / 34 5 0 - 6 
76mm Divisional Gun § (3) 196 1 1 / 5‡ 108 / 108 4 0 - 8 
76mm Div. Gun (as ATG) § 8 20 
82mm Mortar § (1) 18 1 0 / 6‡ 25 / 25 6** 2F - 6 
82mm Mortar § (2) 33 1 0 / 6‡ 25 / 25 6** 2F - 6 
82mm Mortar § (3) 48 1 0 / 6‡ 25 / 25 6** 2F - 8 
82mm Mounted Mortar § (2) 34 1 0 / 6‡ 25 / 25 5** 6F - 8 
120mm Mortar § (3)*** 162 1 2 / 9‡ 48 / 48 5 0 - 8 
122mm Howtizer § (3) 308 1 3 / 8‡ 93 / 93 3 0 - 10 
122mm M.42(2) § 259 1 4 / 8 ‡ 166 / 166 3 0 - -
152mm Field Howitzer § (3) 388 1 4 / 9‡ 99 / 99 3 0 - 12 
203mm M35 How. § (2) 430 1 4 / 11* 144 / 144 2 0 - 14 

Infantry Close Support Artillery Vehicles 
Su-122 § 98 1 3 / 8 30 / 30 [11] 10T - -
Su-152 § 85 1 4 / 9 20 / 20 [12] 9T - -
ISU-130 § (1) 197 1 6 / 9 ‡ 219 / 219 [12] 10T - -
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Soviet weapons 
TECH FIREPOWER RANGE DEFENSE MOVEMENT CARGO TRANSPORT 

WEAPON POINTS LEVEL AP / HE AP / HE [ARMOR] T / W / F CAPACITY REQUIREMENT 

Anti-Aircraft Weapons 
AAMG Truck 29 1 1 / 8 5 / 10 1 18W - -
AAMG 16 1 1 / 5 5 / 10 5** 1F - 6 
37mm AAG 37 1 4 / 6 10 / 10 3 16W - 6 
ZSU-37 36 1 4 / 6 10 / 10 [3] 10T - -
85mm AAG 55 1 7 / 6 20 / 20 3 0 - 8 
M17 MGMC (US) 40 1 1 / 8 10 / 10 [3] 16T - -
ZSU-37 40 1 4 / 6 10 / 10 [3] 14T - -

Rocket Artillery 
82mm "Katyusha" M8 § (2) 93 1 1 / 9 ^ 44 / 44 1 16W - -
132mm "Katyusha" M13 § (2) 41 1 4 / 12 ^ 11 / 11 1 16W - -
300mm "Katyusha" M13 § (2) 106 1 7 / 14 ^ 24 / 24 1 16W - -
310mm "Katyusha" M31 § (2) 173 1 7 / 15 ^ 38 / 38 1 16W - -

Armoured Cars 
White Scout Car 11 1 1 / 3 10 / 10 [2] 16W 6 -
BA-10 (BA-32) 25 1 5 / 3 10 / 5 [1] 16W - -
BA-64 19 1 0 / 5 1 / 5 [1] 20W - -

Personnel 
Headquarters 40 1 1 / 4 1 / 5 6** 4F - 8 
Infantry 17 2 6 / 6 1 / 5 6** 4F - 8 
Infantry (SMG) 10 1 1 / 6 1 / 3 6** 4F - 8 
Infantry (Recon) 8 1 0 / 3 1 / 5 6** 4F - 4 
Infantry Support 14 1 0 / 4 1 / 10 6** 2F - 4 
Medium MG 22 2 1 / 6 1 / 10 6** 2F - 4 
Motorcycle Infantry 22 1 0 / 4 1 / 5 6** 20W - -
Engineer 15 2 5 / 5 1 / 5 6** 4F - 8 
Mounted Headquarters 36 1 0 / 4 1 / 5 5** 8F - -
Cavalry 10 1 0 / 4 0 / 5 5** 8F - -
Pioneer (Mounted Engineer) 10 1 1 / 4 1 / 5 5** 8F - -
Cavalry Support 14 1 0 / 4 1 / 10 5** 6F - -

Transport 
"Taczanka" Support 13 1 0 / 5 1 / 10 3 6F - -
GAZ (Jeep) 4 1 - - 3 18W 4 -
Light Truck 8 1 - - 1 18W 8 -
Medium Truck 9 1 - - 1 16W 10 -
Heavy Truck 10 1 - - 1 14W 12 -
Light Tractor (Stalinetz) 6 1 - - 1 12T 6 -
Heavy Tractor 10 1 - - 1 10T 12 -
Artillery Limber 4 1 - - 1 6F 12+ -
Wagon 3 1 - - 1 4F 10 -

[ ] = Armoured Defense Value § = Weapons must obey Facing Restrictions 

‡ = This stand may engage in in-direct fire (2) = # of artillery impact markers used for this stand 

*** = minimum range = 3" 
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